The Phi Alpha Psi Club in 1908.

Zeta Chi in 1935.

Alpha Phi Epsilon in 1929.

Beta Sigma Lambda in 1930.
Omega Chi in 1936.

Sigma Rho Lambda in 1950.

Tau Sigma Gamma in 1929.
Silver Goblet
Get out that old silver goblet
With the Sig Nu rose upon it
And we'll open up another keg of beer
(More beer!)
Well we all came to college
But we didn't come for knowledge
So we'll raise hell while we're here
(More beer!)
And we'll drink, drink, drink to Alpha Sig
And we'll raise our glasses high
We will drink to our sorority
And how we love our sacred sisterhood
And we will praise her to the sky
And when the day is done we'll drink just one?
Hell no! To Alpha Sigma Nu!

Above: The 1935 Alpha Sigma Nu sorority- "Nice outfits ladies."

Above: Do we have to sing this song AGAIN!
Above: Beltin' out the tunes at Berman.

Above: Aren't our dates lucky?

President: Emma Forrest
Vice President: Eileen Murray
Recording Secretary: Kimberly Simpson
Alumni Secretary: Geeta Sood
Social Chairpersons: Claire Keppley, Lori Petronio
ISC Representative: Lenore Bailey
Treasurer: Lynn Fantuzzi
Pledgemistresses: Lenore Bailey, Christine Meyer
Chaplain: Lenore Bailey

Members: Jacquie Ager, Jennifer Drabinsky, Michele Gadonas, Mary Messina, Christine Meylann Pontician, Casi Yutzy, Shelia Faix, Janet Kintz, Mindy Brandt, Carolyn Cooper, Heisinger, Susan Slater, Michele Winter.
Kappa Delta Kappa

Founded: 1938
Colors: Green and Gold
Mascot: The Cat

President: Judy Paladino
Vice President: Michelle Robertson
Treasurer: Jill Jackson
Social Chairpersons: Aileen Biedelspach, Rodi Sills
Party Chairpersons: Kristin Jenkins, Gemma Romaniello
Service Chairperson: Nicole Zohil
Chaplain: Patti Ewing
Alumni Secretary: Laura Jones
Corresponding Secretary: Joann Moukoulis
Sergeant-at-Arms: Bonnie Gilmour
Historian: Jenn Seitz
Pledgemistresses: Christina Kettels, Lori Lasch
Song Mistress: Christi Hoffman
ISC Representative: Eleanor Hajian

Oh Kappa-D-Kappa,
Oh Kappa-D-Kappa,
Oh Kappa-D-Kappa,
The best Sorority.

Ask any guy you know,
And he will tell you so,
The only way to go is dear old KDK.

We are the green and gold.
The dove is in the sky.
The yellow roses will be with us
till we die.
We're sisters ever true.
Friendship for me and you,
A bond that will not faulter as
the years go by.

And so we sing this song in praise
of KDK,
We'd like to thank you for such
happy memories.
We're so proud to be in the
sorority,
It's KDK for you and KDK for
me.

Omega Chi

Founded: 1936
Colors: Red and White
Mascot: Owl

Sparkle
So give me a cheer Omega Chi, loyal and sound. And give me the sisters I know, to hold me bound. For I've found my place among the red and white, And I know for sure that they give me the light.

Above: Ready to fly the nest ladies?
resident: Beth Schneider
vice President: Nicole Minardi
treasurer: Jackie Shields
SC Representative: Stacey Schauer
Social Chairpersons: Sloane Jibb, Nancy Tashjian
Historian: Stacey Boegly
Chaplain: Kirstin Border
Corresponding Secretaries: Kynren Conner, Amy Freeman
Recording Secretary: Kim Eron
Fundraisers: Lara Gooding, Katie Jones, Andrea Lynn
Keepers of the Keg: Kirstin Border, Lara Gooding, Angie Liscombe, Kim Eron
Pledgemistresses: Kirstin Border, Lisa Schreiner
Keepers of the Tunes: Stacey Boegly, Angie Liscombe
Advisor: Joyce Henry

Phi Psi Mixers

Phi Psi mixers you know they're really great.
We do a lot of drinking and always come in late.
We mix best with the fraternities,
Drink to Phi Alpha Psi,
Let's raise our mugs up high,
Drink to Phi Alpha Psi PALS!

The girls in Phi Psi can really shake a leg,
We're always first in line whenever we tap a keg.
We mix best with fraternities,
Drink to Phi Alpha Psi,
Let's raise our mugs up high,
Drink to Phi Alpha Psi PALS!

Be it APE's or Beans or Betans or Rho or Delta Pi,
Or even jagged Zetans we always come in high-O.
We mix best with fraternities,
Drink to Phi Alpha Psi,
Let's raise our mugs up high,
Drink to Phi Alpha Psi PALS!

Above: We finally made it to the top!
Above: The devil made me do it!

President: Kelly Cusack
Vice President: Alison Rovaldi
Treasurer: Patty Coyne
Recording Secretary: Laurie Thompson
Corresponding Secretaries: Lisa Buccino, Alison Sedgewick
ISC Representative: Anjie Mason
Social Chairpersons: Clearly Clarke, Gina Solensky
Party Chairpersons: Amy Hamilton, Susan Hyrb
Historians: Krista Wilk, Teresa Taylor
Pledgemistresses: Stephanie Fiandra, Marjorie Trentacosti
Service Chairperson: Coleen Casciano
Fundraisers: Karen Wilk, Cindy Sommer
Keeper of the Tunes: Lynn Duda
Chaplain: Loretta Sonz
Sentinels: Audrey Turner, Becky Evans
Advisor: Barbara Boris


Above: The Tawdry Twenty-One
Tau Sigma Gamma

Founded: 1929
Colors: Green and White
Mascot: The Pig

President: Lisa Pinelli
Vice President: Andrea Christy
Recording Secretary: Dawn Deraney
Treasurer: Michele Pacific
Chaplain: Dec Dee Prickett
ISC Representative: Michele Kriebel
Corresponding Secretaries: Laura Crowell, Dawn Estelle
Rush Chairpersons: Kara DeZago, Karin Hoerner, Sharon McCann
Pledgemistresses: Wynique Reed, Sue Soltesz
Historian: Stephanie Kiefer
Social Chairpersons: Natalie Chandler, Nicole Myers
Beer Commisioners: Robyn Quinn, Amy Ward
Fundraising Chairperson: Kelsy Hammond
Community Representatives: Trina Derstine, Bonnie Emmert
Advisor: Lisa Tremper Barnes

Above: We just LOVE Dress Up Night!

Above: Here we are, on top of the world!

Above: We're leavin' on a jet plane...

Above: Christine, what have you done now?

Above: And the winner is . . .

**Tau Sigma Gamma Legend**

Long ago, when the world was young, while the earth seemed to eaming of the valorous days that were to come, man began in eaming to feel some mystic fear, intangible, which daunted the ge of the greatest tribal warriors. Man began to look for some tation which could bring peace to his soul and subdue this ge god of fear, and in his search he wandered out into the . There he found the solemn and ancient majesty of the tree, ll pine, replendent in its stateliness, strength, and courage. The tree became man's temple of worship, and, as the tree's strong hes reached out to the heavens, they seemed to pray for man nd to guide man to look beyond the earth to the shining valour stars. But as the days went by, man found these jewels of the ns mere beacon lights which flickered on and off, unsteady in glow, and thus was man guided by the unsteady but ever aring light of the stars to look in the heavens for the unknown, was the beauty of Truth. And that truth is God.

As did man aspire in solemn thoughts of strength and beauty, to eyes and soul climb heavenward. From the stately pine tree of rest, to the radiance of the stars, thus to fulfill man's eternal tion which is that of finding God.

So was God found by man, and thus have we kept God in our as He is, even in the heavens above us. And so we too, strive these three: to be Treelike, Starlike and Godlike.
Hula anyone?

Hugs and Kisses from Jay.
Sue and Maria share some special Wismer treats.

Just another trip to the Zoo.
President: Thom Love  
Vice President: Charles Young  
Treasurer: Neill McKenna  
Pledgemaster: Todd Leta  
Asst. Pledgemasters: Dave Matey  
Michael Tyas  
Secretary: Brent Baldasare  
Dan Clipner  
Social Chairman: Michael Tyas  
Rush Chairman: Michael Tyas  
IFC Rep.: Tom “Kick” Blomstrom  
Chaplain: Chris Dawnkaski  
Keg Master: Matt “Rock” Kitts  
Frat Stuntman: Todd “Colt” Klinedinst  
Tunes: Dave “Lid” Soldo

Study? . . . Us? . . . You must be kidding!

Jackie gets an earfull.

Rappin' in Reimert.
A Few of the Infamous Members: Chris Taylor, George Yacoubian, Al Antenello, Tony Barber, Lou Burnelli, Tom Chester, Mike Cohen, Todd Kiefelter, Scott Kusant, Jeb Magruder, Todd Odgers, Mike O'Donnell, Bill Strimel, Ken Baker, Eugene Barnes, Chris Bieler, Chris Chipman, Eric Gray, Matt Kennedy, Bryan Heron, Kevin Kopp, Mike Miller, Tim Mulvihill, Dan Mullen, Casey Neal, Bryan Schmidt, William Sedgwick, Brian Spence, Dennis Wilson.
“Mot crushes brainstems.”
“Now please, I can’t emphasize this enough, I’m a professional, I’ve been doing this for 18 years.” “Get Sum.” “Have a sip.” “You gotta be kiddin’ me.” “Itchin’ for scratch.” “Yeah, whatever dude.” “See you at the show.” “Can I party on number 2 sir.” “Boody, Boody, Boody, Boody.” “Se, (as in Jesse).” “Hanging with the worm.” “Baron Von Wormser.”
Members: Brian Kelley, Steve Vighetti, Alex Breckon, John Conner, Chris Dawes, Bob Gonnella, Tom Bayruns, Matt Landis, Chas Kullmann, Paul Hutchison, Dave Dieterle, Hank Komansky, Paul Madson, Blair Zartman, Jim Petch, Brian Havrilla, Terry Kyan, Pete Staz, Mike Levegood, Jesse Searfoss, Keith Mandia, Gus Ingraldi, Ed Morkowski, Dan Menchey, Eric Tallman, Carl Brandreth, Matt Stephens, Jeff Weis, Josh Carter, Adam Doxtader, Marc Peterman, Drew Lauff, Mark Powzoniak, Matt Cordes, Craig Faucher, Tim Creech, Jim Donohue.

President: Chris LaRosa
Vice President: Todd McGowan
Treasurer: Dan Moynihan
Social Chairman: Barnaby Draper
Service Chairman: Harvey Hummel
Recording Scty: Jim Langell
Advisor: Rev. Scott Landis
Beta Sigma Lambda celebrated its 65th year at Ursinus. We had a very successful year with 10 new pledges. In the face of extinction, we fought hard and came back stronger than ever. Next year will only prove to strengthen us. The Betans will never die. We live by the motto: "It's quality not quantity." The "Best Kept Secret" survives another year, as well as a "Ba-a-a-d Night." There is only one frat, Beta Sig. Founded in 1926 by Nikolo Lucid.

Familiar quotes from the year: "Drug is an alcohol; the Heisman; I am much better looking than she is; Niagra Falls; Riple Van Wink; I'm totally clean; we broke up; guys, guess what, I'm in jail; I will dish you a rag; tuck in your shirt; I want to be called Pokey Bear; hang out Bing; Dude, I got nothing on me; Pennsauken; nice part; let's drink tonight; I wanna play first base; there's too much foam; my body is shutting off; Knights of Columbus; how 'bout those peppers; word to your mother; nice hair; yo, come here, come here; lost in room; lost in womb; house of refuge; no pain, no pain; AL; executive decision; just dish her; dish me a rag."

President: Ted Manser
Vice President: Thomas Boshell
Secretary: Fred Gladstone
Treasurer: Thomas Boshell
Pledgemasters: Tom Boshell, Hector Rodriguez
Historian: Ted Nothnagle
Seargant at Arms: Don Carter
Chaplain: Ted Nothnagle
Members: George Kern, George Olson, Jim Crowder, Scott Trzaska, Scott Serviess, Paul Coppola, Nick Baccino, Craig Tibaldi, Dan Greene, Jerry Licata.

Above: The Blues Brothers.
Above: Those dancin' fools are at it again.

Beta Sigma Lambda in 1937.
“After the Big One, only DEMAS and the cockroaches will remain.”
- A.B.

The first  The only
The best    - 1 DEMAS
President: Brian Jones
Vice President: Eric Lambright
Treasurer: Matthew Becker
C Rep.: Ron Constable
Rec. Rep.: Jeffrey Taylor
At Arms: Brian Stein
Recording Secretary: Norman Ward
Responding Secty: Eric Foellmer
Chairman: Sean Coriaty
Pledgemaster: Ronald Constable
St. Pledgemaster: Matthew Becker

President: Michael Mason
Vice President: James Hennessey
Secretary: Bob Lane
Treasurer: Jon Fogle
Social Chairman: Andrew Lesher
Historian: Paul Wagner
IFC Rep.: Stephen White
Tuneskeepers: Alan Clowers
             Jason Fassett
Kegmasters: Josh Camp
            Malik Moore
Frat Jock: Rick Davis

Members: Todd Hershey, Greg Thomas, Paul Williams, Glenn DelSignore, Pete Smith, Steven Bronstein, William Briggs, Alexander Bradley, Mark Cataldi, Marc Lowenberg, Reid Gilbert, Michael Stewart, Richard Laracy, Michael Hennessey, Tom Nelson, Scott Bogdan, David Miller, John Correll, Paul Drazba, David Peterson, Kraig Bano, Derrick Irby, Tom Ervin, Jim Kais, Chris Atkinson.

Beautiful girls come to Kegwin 365/52/7.
These guys are seniors??

You can dress 'em up . . . but don't take 'em out.
“Don’t worry Phil, just report it stolen.” Jimi
“Big Changes!” Chicken
“1 beer = a six pack = a pitcher.” Phil
“Neef” to numerous to mention
“Duuuude, I know what’s cool.” C-John
“Never look a gift beer in the label.” Chicken
“Burger says . . . ” anyone
“THE GOOD BEER” POD
“Bring all the girls you want, but only 1/2 the guys.”
“The Munro mold is definately shrinking!”
“Truuue There!”
“Jimi, is Joey coming out to play”
“DISH!”
“It’s good to be the king.”
“It’s not the first girl at the party that matters, it’s the last.”
Schubert escorts Kim Vernon of O'Chi homecoming.

President: Philip Schubert
Vice President: James Frank
Treasurer: James Widmaier
Chairman: Sean Reilly
Vice Chairman: Andrew Munro
Chairmen: Andrew Munro
Secretary: Mark Wuenschel
Plain: Chuck Webb
Pledgemaster: Mark Wuenschel
PhD: Tony Saravanos

President: Glenn Radomicki
Vice President: Eric 'Crow' Johnson
Secretary: Bill Bunnell
Treasurer: Bruce McNutt
IFC Rep.: Mike Cosgrave

Sigma Rho Lambda was founded in the 1900's. There are currently 30+ members in the fraternity. Some of us have hope for future employment. A couple of famous people have come from our esteemed frat, but we don't know them. We are the epitome of the apathy so prevalent on campus, and we sometimes have parties. The Flat lives!

Fraternally Yours,
Sigma Rho Lambda
President: Bob Diehl  
Vice President: Brian Riviello  
Treasurer: Pat Thompson  
Corresponding Secretary: R. Dennis Moir  
Recording Secretary: Steve Eck  
IFC Rep.: Brian Leypoldt  
Social Chairman: Mike Kane  
Rush Chairman: Tavio Hunsicker  
Pledgemaster: Brian Leypoldt  
Chaplain: Matt Miller  
Beer Commissioners: Gene Cavacini  
Dave Gallagher  

Members: Mike Farleigh, Ray Jones, Neil Schafer, James Wee, Rodney Hessinger, Dennis Holzapfel, Tom Steele, Rick Naratil, Brian Edens, Jeff Groves, Mike Mercurio, John Nilon, Chris Padula.

In this our 63rd year, we would like to extend our sincerest apologies for all the fun we may have had at everyone else's expense. This year brought the decision to close Isenberg as a residence hall which ended a 13 year Z legacy. However, the morning mixer with O-Chi and the annual picnic at the drunken fest will live on. Never forget...NO FRIENDS!...Farleigh and Worm...Ray and our homecoming nominee, Round 1...Wang, let's make a deal...Pat, when's the next show...Ray once again bed-ridden, couch-ridden etc...Squeal, the newest member of the ZX bowling team...Nick, wrong again...Eggbert, KO'd at 944...Shrub, the best dressed Zetan...Ye Olde Zeta Braintrust, ice skating at the cherry tree, the flyer incident...5 new yellow sweatshirts...The Neanderthal rapist that loom on campus...and the Polar Bear Club. Rho, Delta, Rho...ask Pablo, he knows! J.D. Morrison, Class '71!

And pledging begins...
Feeling trapped Tavio?